
So what’s the attraction?

The Passion & Pride Of Ownership
Your home is an invaluable asset that for some is a 
status symbol of personal success whilst for most 
is simply a place of sanctuary, lifestyle and family 
comfort. Building a new home should be an exciting 
experience and inevitably involves finding the 
right home design to suit your land selection. New 
Home Package Central together with its “partners 
of industry” provides a fresh and unique approach 
to home design with a focus on modern, composite 
construction offering superior value, flexibility of 
design and individual style – ensuring  that your new 
home is everything you dreamed it could be.

A Simple Buying Process
Whether you’re a first home buyer or a seasoned 
homeowner, the process of buying land and building 
can be a daunting task.  New Home Package Central 
provides a complete property service from the 
location and evaluation of suitable quality land 
stocks to the design and construction of individually 
customised plans. We have developed working 
relationships with a number of new home builders and 
a group of independent developers who utilise our 
expertise in the areas of residential project marketing 
and property sales. The synergies created by these 
associations enable us to  provide an innovative 
yet simple purchasing process, informative and 
transparent.  

Your Own Personal Project Manager
Speak to anyone who has experienced the process of 
building and often their findings are a combination 
of excitement, confusion, stress and ultimately 
compromise.  From concept to completion, we will 
work in a hands-on role using key planning and design 
strategies in the customisation of your new home. 
You will always feel like your an integral part of the 
process and our promise to you is to deliver  the most 
inclusive home package in the market today!

Quality, Individuality & Extraordinary Value
We offer a range of affordable, uniquely designed 
homes available in single, double and split level 
options. All our homes feature uniquely styled interior 
design themes as well as a mature landscaping plan – 
this will ensure that your new home is everything you 
dreamed it could be. It’s simple, we just offer you better 
inclusions up front - no confusion about variations 
and optional extras – just better specifications and 
value from the start! Our homes are all architecturally 
designed that you may choose to tailor to suit your 
specific lifestyle needs and budgetary requirements. 

Flexibility Of Design & Modern Style
New Home Package Central combines its own 
experience in the new home sector with the design 
expertise provided by its creative team. We’re 
looking to fulfil a need for new home buyers who 
want their homes to make a statement - our objective 
is to ensure your home is unique in its street appeal. 
We seek always to capture today’s modern styles 
and believe that our emphasis on the optimisation of 
internal building space will ensure that your home is 
more functional and “liveable” – providing affordable 
style and individuality. We know what will work on 
your block and we are eager to help create the perfect 
home for your evolving lifestyle needs.

Our Unique Selling Propositions
It’s a real zoo out there, so when you’ve finally made 
your decision to build new, you want to ensure 
that you’re going to enjoy some unique benefits-
advantages that will further enhance and validate 
your buying decision. New Home Package Central will 
provide you with a range of value-added benefits that 
are unsurpassed in the industry today, whether it’s a 
luxury upgrade, cash rebate or one of our fantastic 
membership rewards.

NEW HOME
P a c k a g e  C e n t r a l

“Australians have long had a love affair with residential property. Our desire for its inbuilt 
security has given us one of the highest levels of home ownership per capita in the world 
today. It is a must have asset that has stood the test of time.”

Building a new home should be an exciting experience 
…. but it’s only the beginning! 


